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Honors Thesis Abstract
The discovery and use of radium paint as a means to illuminate household products
introduced this carcinogen into American industry in the early zo" century. This paper examines
the human and environmental impact of the radium dial-painting industry on Ottawa, Illinois
from its introduction in 1920 to 2007. My research shows that the negative effects of radium
exposure were not limited to the people who directly handled radium paint. Lack of proper
accountability and insufficient cleanup procedures led to the widespread radioactive
contamination of Ottawa. Though the USEP A conducted decontamination efforts in the 1990s,
radiation was not fully removed from some key areas. Hazardous amounts of radiation remain in
populated areas of Ottawa, showing the dangerous legacy of the radium dial-painting industry
has had a significant impact on the city.
This paper examines the human and environmental impact ofthe radium dial-painting
industry on Ottawa, Illinois from its introduction in 1920 to 2007. From 1920 to 1978 Radium
Dial Incorporated and Luminous Process Industries used a radioactive isotope in paint to
illuminate watch dials, faces, and various other instruments. Careless and improper use of this
paint led to the untimely deaths of many ofthe early workers in the industry. The nation's
attention was drawn to the town during the 1930s due to a few high-profile lawsuits against
Radium Dial Incorporated. Much of what has been written on the subject has focused on the
women whose lives were cut short during this early period. Ross Mullner and Claudia Clark have
examined the hardships faced by the dial painters, as well as their role in occupational reforms
brought on by their willingness to fight big business. The physiological effects of radium
exposure on women who worked in the industry have been studied by William D. Sharp, albeit
in workers from the New Jersey sector of the trade. But little attention has been given to the
fallout faced by the companies' surrounding communities once radium dial-painting ceased.
What were the long-term effects of the radioactive contamination on the people and environment
of Ottawa? In fact, a unique set of circumstances caused once-localized contamination to afflict
much of the city. Analyzing these effects should contribute to the debate of how much
responsibility companies and the federal government should bear in cleaning up the damage
industry inflicts on communities. My investigation shows that improper disposal of contaminated
material and a lack of accountability of the companies involved has contributed to widespread
and long-term damage to the people and environment of Ottawa. 1
1 Ross Mullner, Deadly Glow: The Radium Dial Worker Tragedy (Washington: American Public
Health Association, 1999),91-108; Claudia Clark, Radium Girls: Women and Industrial Health
Reform, 1910 -1935 (Chapel Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1997), 182-200;
William D. Sharpe, "The New Jersey Radium Dial Workers: Seventy-Five Years Later" in Toxic
To assess the extent of the
human and environmental impact of
the radium dial-painting industry on
Ottawa I consulted the collection of
United States Environmental
Protection Agency papers located at
Ottawa's Reddick Library, which
documented the decontamination
efforts. Many of these documents were
the official records of USEPA
contractor Weston Solutions
Incorporated, a company which tests
and manages environmental
remediation efforts. Weston was
responsible for all direct aspects of the
decontamination efforts and their records
2
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Figure 1: Hierarchy of respouibitity for the decontamination of
Ottawa.
SOUTCl': Roy F. Weston. Incorporated. Quali(J,'Assurance Project
Plan: Ottawa Radlation Areas Site, Ottawa. Illinois, vol. I. (Chicago,
Illinois: United States Environmental Protectiou Agency Region V,
1996),37.
are the most comprehensive source of information on the subject (see Figure 1). Local
perspective on the topic was gleaned from various Illinois newspapers which reported on
everything from the factories' openings to the difficulties facing cleanup efforts?
Circles: Environmental HazardsJrom the Workplace into the Community, Helen E. Sheehan and
Richard P. Wedeen, eds. (New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 1993), 138-167.
2 Roy F. Weston, Incorporated, Quality Assurance Project Plan: Ottawa Radiation Areas Site,
Ottawa, Illinois, vol. 1, (Chicago, Illinois: United States Environmental Protection Agency
Region V, 1996),
3In order to understand the entire situation, it is important to understand radium, the dial-
painting industry, and Ottawa. It is the convergence of these three factors which began the
contamination of the city.
The Enigmatic Element Radium
Radium was originally considered a miracle radioactive element when it was discovered
in 1898 by Marie Curie. This research and discovery earned Curie her doctorate from the
University of Paris and the Nobel Prize in physics, designating her as the first woman to achieve
each. Aside from radium's propensity to glow, it was said to have many curative properties. This
made it an international sensation. The early 1900s would also mark the first signs of potential
harm from the handling of radium, as Curie would suffer bums and pain during her work with
the exciting element. This damage would be an unfortunate foreshadow of things to come in the
radium industry.'
Radium's potential harm was ignored by an intrigued world. On the contrary, many
medical professionals and corporate moguls touted radium's ability to heal and invigorate the
human body. Radium was used for medical experiments, leading many in the early 1900s to
believe it was potentially one of history's greatest medical breakthroughs. It was believed that
drinking radioactive water would improve one's overall health so radium-laced pitchers were
marketed to those with the means to afford such luxuries. Bottles of radium-laden water for oral
and intravenous use were also popular during this time, along with various other products which
3 Mullner, Deadly Glow, 7-13.
4would serve to distribute the element to the masses. Thus, few were concerned by the
introduction of radium as a means to illuminate paint."
Though experiments with radium paint had been done prior, Dr. Sabin Arnold von
Sochocky founded the first large-scale operation in 1914 by in Newark, New Jersey. He found
there were great profits to be made by illuminating watch dials and faces. Military contracts
caused his business to expand rapidly and required much of his company's focus. Though
radium made von Sochocky's business exceedingly successful, his fascination and close contact
with the element ultimately caused his death in 1928. Undeterred by the negative effects shown
by radium since its discovery, many other firms near major clock and instrument manufacturers
were quick to enter the profitable business of radium dial painting. 5
Figure 2: Downtown Ottawa Around 1920
Source: Ottawa Sesquicentennial. 1837-1987 (Ottawa: Sesquicentennial Committee. 1987),37,
Ottawa, Illinois and the Dial-Painting Industry
Ottawa, Illinois was a small industrial town located at the confluence of the Fox and
Illinois Rivers in LaSalle County. In 1920,Ottawa boasted a population of nearly 11,000 which
4 Mullner, 31-39.
5 Mullner, 41-46,
5was steadily increasing. Spanning little over three square miles, the city was densely populated
and one of the largest cities in LaSalle county. The bustling city was home to multiple banks and
hotels, as well as a dozen churches, five parks, and a movie theater. Ottawa was a hub of industry
in the late 19th and early zo" centuries due to its proximity to major transportation routes. The
most obvious ofthese routes was the Fox and Illinois Rivers which provided easy transportation
of goods via boat or barge. The city also hosted a railroad line which allowed for easy freight
transportation over land. Perhaps the largest boost to the city's industrial capabilities was the
Illinois - Michigan Canal in the mid-19th century. This canal made it possible for businesses to
easily move goods from Ottawa to Joliet, Illinois with nothing more than a small barge and a
draft animal. Though the canal was basically defunct due to advancements in powered watercraft
by the early 20th century, Ottawa had already caught the attention of companies and potential
industrial investors.6
Proud of their industrial capabilities in the 1910s, Ottawa officials and residents
welcomed new business into its city limits. The nearby city of LaSalle was home to the major
timepiece manufacturer, the Westclox Company, making the area an important hub for the
industry. When Westclox became interested in radium-painted dials in 1920, Chicago's Radium
Dial Company decided to relocate to the area. In late 1922 Radium Dial based its operations in
the former high school building in downtown Ottawa due to the city's proximity to Westclox,
which quickly became the primary destination for Radium Dial's products. It is here where the
contamination of Ottawa began,"
6 Caroline Campaigne, ed. Ottawa Sesquicentennial, 1837-1987 (Ottawa: Sesquicentennial
Committee, 1987),31-39.
7 Mullner, 91; Daily Republican-Times, Ottawa, Illinois, December 31, 1928, 7.
6Figure J: Radium Dial workers in the Ottawa factory.
Source: Dnlly Republican- Times, Ottawa, Illinois, December 31. 1928.
The Dial-Painters' Tragedy
Painting watch dials seemed to be a dream job for the women employed at Radium Dial.
It was one of the most well-paying jobs for women in Ottawa in the 1920s. The company paid
women a set amount per watch face and pair of hands completed. These items were often very
small, so the workers were taught to give their brushes a fine point by licking its tip. The women
were assured the paint was completely safe and that they would suffer no ill effects from
ingesting it. They were even told it would be beneficial to their overall appearance. The
7blissfully ignorant workers felt lucky to have a job which ranked them among the very top of
women's wages in the nation.'
Though seemingly young and healthy, some women at Radium Dial noticed they were
becoming afflicted with mysterious maladies. Tooth and jaw pain became common and open
sores would take an abnormally long time to heal. Word of dial painters suffering health
problems in New Jersey facilities caused many to question the safety of using radium paint. This
came to a head in 1927 when the first Ottawa dial painter met her doom. Mary Ellen Cruse died
at the age of24 from a radium-induced facial sickness. Joseph A. Kelly, president of Radium
Dial, was forced to take action ifhis lucrative business was to survive.9
On 7 June 1928, Radium Dial purchased an entire page in Ottawa's Daily Republican-
Times to defend the company from accusations of dangerous working conditions (Figure 4). The
statement attacked illnesses associated with radium, blaming dial painters' conditions in other
parts of the country on the use of another radioactive substance, mesothorium. In the statement
Radium Dial chastises mesothorium as being a cheap and dangerous substitute for radium which
was likely responsible for the deaths of dial painters elsewhere. The statement assured the
community that Radium Dial only used pure radium in their facility and that the safety of their
painters was their top concern.l"
Radium Dial's statement, which badly misled readers, intended to diminish the fear of the
dangers of radium. The company did, in fact, use mesothorium in their paint for several years of
8 Mullner,91-93.
9 Mullner, 94-97.
10 Joseph A. Kelly, "Statement by the Radium Dial Company," Daily Republican-Times, Ottawa,
Illinois, June 7, 1928.
8Figure 4: Statement by the Radium Dial Company in 1928.
Source: Daily Republican- Times, Ottawa, Illinois. June 7. 1928.
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9operation. The most disturbing misrepresentation in the statement, however, was the idea that
radium was benign when compared to mesothorium. The fact is that radium (ra-226) and
mesothorium (ra-228) are very similar in the way of radiation-induced physiological effects.
Upon closer examination, the only discemable difference between the two substances is that
mesothorium had a half-life of 6.7 years, whereas radium's half-life was a staggering 1,622
years. This appears to show that any statement suggesting radium is safe when compared to
mesothorium is based on a horribly false premise. I I
By the early 1930s, more women began to succumb to sarcomas and anemia from their
ingestion of radium, causing executives at Radium Dial to explore ways to escape their own
potential demise. As the lawsuits began to mount, Joseph A. Kelly left Radium Dial to open a
new dial-painting facility a few blocks southwest of his old company. The new business was
called Luminous Process Industries and opened for business in 1932, the same year Radium Dial
went under. There were allegations that Kelly was pushed out at Radium Dial due to unethical
business practices, but others believe his departure was simply a calculated business maneuver.
The true motives behind his actions remain unclear. 12
Joseph Kelly was a tactical businessman who not only protected himself from
responsibility for his role in poisoning Radium Dial workers, but ensured radium dial-painting
operations would continue in Ottawa. Though Kelly was suspected as having a role in
managerial operations at Luminous Process Industries, his son, Joseph Kelly Jr., was in charge of
Luminous' daily operations. Joseph Kelly was able to distance himself from the scrutiny Radium
Dial faced through consolidations and other complicated business maneuverings which
II Mullner, 96; United States Geological Survey, Radium in Ground Water from Public-Supply
Aquifers in Northern Illinois, 1999, http://il.water.usgs.gov/projlgwstudies/radiumlindex.html.
12 Mullner, 101; Clark, Radium Girls, 191.
10
prevented him from losing all he had worked for. Eventually, the unethical business practices
even succeeded in preventing dial-painters from holding anyone associated with managing
Radium Dial responsible for their horrifying fates. A court-ordered $10,000 bond was all that
remained for the afflicted dial-painters to fight for in long legal battles. Luminous' management
learned from these events and did their best to avoid the scrutiny which sunk Radium Dial
Incorporated. 13
Luminous Process Industries avoided much of the publicity garnered by its counterpart
Radium Dial, though little was different about its daily activities. The company outlawed the
practice of pointing brushes with one's mouth, reducing the amount of radium ingested by
workers. During World War II Luminous sold illuminated instruments to the military, providing
a distraction from the industry'S troubled past. Though occasionally facing scrutiny, the company
managed to avoid serious controversy until a December 1976 inspection by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission found excessive levels of contamination at the site. For this infraction
the company was fined $3,250 and was allowed to continue operations. In August of 1977 the
company was again found to have unsafe levels of radiation on-site. By February of 1978 the
plant was shut down, but the building remained. 1978 marked Luminous Process Industries'
shameful exit from Ottawa's landscape. 14
In all, radium poisoning claimed at least two dozen workers from Ottawa's dial-painting
industry. These unfortunate women were unknowingly poisoned by the very substance they were
assured was safe. The ideal legacy from events as horrifying as these would be industrial
reforms, public awareness, and corporate accountability. Unfortunately, the reality for Ottawa
13 Clark, 192-193.
14 Clark, 192; The Daily Times, Ottawa, Illinois "Luminous Processes May Move," February 17,
1978.
11
was one of mishandled and widespread contamination. The true legacy of Ottawa's radium
. d b 15m ustry was yet to e seen.
The Hidden Contamination Comes to Light
The hazards from the radium-laden paint were not extinguished with the closing of each
facility. Though the handling of radium in the factories ended, the years of contamination on
each site caused considerable damage to the immediate area in each respective location. This
contamination was not immediately recognized when the first company, Radium Dial
Incorporated, closed its doors for the final time in 1932.16
When operations ceased at Radium Dial's downtown Ottawa facility, its building
remained an active participant in Ottawa's business district for many years. City officials did not
immediately feel the building was a threat to public safety, even allowing food to be stored on
the premises. After Radium Dial's departure from the irradiated building, a company processed
food on the grounds. From 1940 to 1955 the facility was used to pack and process meat from
producers throughout the county. In fact, the meat was stored in the same area of the building
where the radium paint had been stocked for the decade Radium Dial had occupied the facility.
Furthermore, the building was not decontaminated before the meat was introduced to the site.
Many other tenants called the building home after Radium Dial, such as the Farm Bureau, Farm
Supply, Home Bureau, Ag Soil Conservation Association, IAA Insurance, FB Soil Testing
Service, Breeding Cooperative, Ottawa PCA, Ottawa National Farm Loan Association, Illinois
15 Jim Ridings and Joan Hustis, "Did Radioactivity Hit Meat in Locker Plant?" The Daily Times,
July 24, 1978.
16 Weston Solutions, Risk Assessment Report: NPL-2 Site, Ottawa, Illinois, October 1999,
(Chicago, Illinois: United States Environmental Protection Agency Region V), 9.
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State Employment Service and the Ottawa Women's Club.17 There were no clear justifications of
the use of a severely contaminated site for the purpose of storing any consumer goods, especially
foodstuffs, other than possible ignorance to the potential consequences of such actions. The
building was finally demolished in 1968.18
After the Radium Dial building was razed, its harmful impact on the people and
environment of Ottawa continued. Ottawa was a bustling city by the late 1960s, with many
construction projects cropping up within its city limits. Because radiation was invisible and not
thoroughly understood, many saw the building as a benign entity in the tragic story of Radium
Dial. Government reports suggest that citizens of Ottawa freely used contaminated rubble from
the demolition site as fill material, scattering it throughout the city. Even more disturbing is the
fact it was likely used in the construction of new homes and buildings. This distribution of
radioactive material from a single, yet dangerously populated location caused the impact of the
contamination to increase exponentially. 19
In 1978 Luminous Process Industries went out of business and left their building, one
with 46 years of radium contamination, vacant. The stark difference between this vacancy and
that of Radium Dial nearly half a century earlier is that many Ottawans feared the contamination
of the site. Regardless of this fear and in a haunting similarity to its irradiated predecessor, the
Luminous building was used to house food. The building was allegedly used as a meat locker for
several years. This time meat did not suffer a fleeting brush with radium contamination, instead
17 Ridings and Hustis, "Did Radioactivity Hit Meat?"
18 Agency for Toxic Substances Disease Registry, Petitioned Public Health Assessment, March
8, 2006 (Atlanta, Georgia: ATSDR), 2; Ridings and Hustis.
19 Weston Solutions, Screening Level Risk Assessment Report: Ottawa Radiation Areas, NPL-8
Frontage Property, Ottawa, Illinois, 20 March 2003, (Chicago, Illinois: United States
Environmental Protection Agency Region V), 12.
13
being stored in it for long periods oftime. But by the early 80s the heavily contaminated building
became the focus of public contempt and outcry, causing the federal government to take notice.r"
The first documented post-shutdown radioactivity surveys occurred at the former
Luminous Processes building in 1979. A state trooper tested out his new radiation detecting
instruments on the site. The radiation level topped the scale of the instrument, forcing the officer .
to increase the measurement level of the device. Near the building's loading dock, the radiation
level equaled the amount one would receive from a chest x-ray, about 10,000 micro-Roentgens
(uR), except this level was emitted constantly. This experiment was done to test the device's
prowess for detecting the transportation of radioactive materials. An article in Ottawa's Daily
Times mentioned the alarming findings, focusing more on the advanced technology the state's
highway patrolmen would now have at their disposal than the grim tale that the technology had
told."
The community and state gave little concern to the contamination of the Luminous
building. In fact, it was not until 1981 that the state suggested to the Radium Chemical
Company, the parent company of Luminous Process Industries, that fencing and signs be put up
on the property to warn passers-by of the potential dangers. State investigations had shown the
property to be severely contaminated, but the court cases against Luminous prevented any
immediate action. In 1982 the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency designated the Luminous
property as a toxic waste site, but it was in competition with 31 other sites in Illinois for the $1.6
billon U. S. EPA Superfund for federal-sponsored decontamination efforts. The site was not
considered a top priority at this time so little was done immediately. By 1983 there was still little
20 ATSDR, Health Assessment, 2.
21 The Daily Times, "New Device Used to Monitor Radiation," February 9, 1979.
14
progress made at the site. Snow fences were used to cordon off only the most contaminated
portions of the property. Of these fences, some were no longer standing, allowing anyone or
anything to pass through and ultimately distribute the contamination. There was even a public
debate over whether more permanent fencing would be worth erecting around the site. These
indifferences eventually ceased, as by 1984 the building became a hotbed of environmental
debate and federal scrutiny.r'
Figure 5: Environmentalist J. Ogden Andrews in Irout of the Luminous Processes building.
Source: Chicago Tribune, January 30, 1984.
22 JoAnn Hustis, "Judge Cites Radiation 'Leakage' at Luminous Processes Building," The Daily
Times, July 13, 1981; Mike Cunniff, "2 Local Sites on EPA List," The Daily Times, July 27,
1982; Mike Cunniff, "Is Fencing Needed at Luminous?" The Daily Times, February 12, 1983.
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In January of 1984 a plan to clean-up the Luminous building was approved by Governor
James Thompson, but this action was met with both relief and contempt within the city of
Ottawa. Many residents of the city felt there was no need for the two-million dollar cleanup,
including Ottawa Mayor James Thomas. Thomas stated that he was "not that scared of that
building," and that "it wouldn't bother [him] one bit to go in and sit down inside that building.
It's nothing much, just an eyesore.',23 This sentiment was not shared by all Ottawa residents
however. The phrase "DIAL LUMINOUS FOR DEATH!!!" had been emblazoned along nearly
the entire length of the outside wall of the building by a disgruntled citizen. Other local
environmental groups took the more subtle approach of taking Geiger counter readings and
appealing to local media with their findings. The building was finally dismantled in 1985, though
. h 24not WIt out controversy.
The demolition of the facility and removal of contaminated materials was conducted
under the supervision of the Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety; however, claims of improper
containment and disposal plagued the effort. The excavated material from the site was meant to
be sent to a nuclear waste disposal site in Hanford, Washington. Once the cleanup had started,
residents became concerned with contaminated dust which was dispersed through the air from
the Luminous site throughout the demolition process. Another concern of citizens was the use of
water to rinse the site. This water inevitably made its way into the city's sewers, causing the
contamination to spread further. The final accusation was that the bricks, soil, and other
materials from the building were not exclusively sent to the designated nuclear waste disposal
facility. It is possible that citizens of Ottawa and even city officials used the building'S wreckage
23R. Bruce Dold, "Radium Plant Deaths Divide Town," Chicago Tribune, January 30, 1984.
24Dold, "Radium Deaths;" ATSDR, 3.
16
as fill material in public and private construction projects prior to any removal activities, though
reports are not conclusive. A combination of these factors may have contributed to the spread of
radioactive waste throughout Ottawa.f
In early 1986, major steps were taken to learn the extent of radioactive contamination
caused by the two dial-painting facilities in Ottawa. The United States Environmental Protection
Agency approved aerial surveys of the city in an effort to find elevated levels of radioactivity.
Eleven areas were found to have radium contamination. This prompted the Illinois Department
of Nuclear Safety to appeal to the USEPA to again take notice of Ottawa's radioactive waste.
The IDNS asked the USEP A to conduct their own investigation into what steps should be taken
to decontaminate the city. The USEPA agreed and began their long evaluation and cleanup effort
in Ottawa.26
The USEPA began their study on Ottawa's contamination in December, 1988. They used
a van capable of identifying gamma-radiation to survey the entire city. They also sent teams to
survey for radiation on foot. These teams took soil samples to compare potentially contaminated
areas with the natural composition of the soil. This initial investigation confirmed the radioactive
contamination was due to excessive amounts of radium. It also located five previously
unidentified contamination sites within the city. Many of these locations soon became listed
among the most notoriously contaminated sites in the nation.
Fourteen of the sixteen sites were combined into one bid to be included into the National
Priorities List in July of 1991. This designation would provide funding for the USEP A's
25 ATSDR, 3; Roy F. Weston, Incorporated, Site Assessment/or Ottawa Radiation Sites, Ottawa,
Illinois (Chicago, Illinois: United States Environmental Protection Agency Region V, 1988), 7.
26 Weston Solutions, Feasibility Study Report: NPL-II Site, Ottawa Radiation Areas, Ottawa,
Illinois, Revision 2 - March 12, 2010 (Chicago, Illinois: United States Environmental Protection
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Figure 6: Map of Contaminated Sites in Ottawa
Original Source: NPL Site Map, Radium Dial file, Illinois Room, Reddick Library, Ottawa, Illinois
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decontamination of the sites. The bid was approved and funding was provided for the project in
1994. The fourteen sites were designated NPL 1 through NPL 14 (as shown in Figure 3). With
funding in place, the USEP A had to construct a plan to act on the dispersed locations.
Identifying Ottawa's Radiation Sites
1986 and 1988 were pivotal years in the identification of Ottawa's radium contamination.
The aerial and street sweeps of Ottawa with sensitive radioactivity-detecting devices revealed
many dangerously contaminated sites. The Illinois Department ofNuc1ear Safety conducted
street-level radiation measurements in July 1986 and identified many target areas for further
analysis. The USEP A then began their own work on the sites, determining background levels of
the contaminants they were looking for, namely radium 226, radon gas, and gamma-radiation. In
late 1988 the USEP A sent their own team to Ottawa for a major investigation into the scale of
the city's contamination. The survey took place over just 5 days, from December 7 through
December 11, producing more detailed information on the IDNS identified sites, and even
locating more sites with anomalous levels of gamma-radiation. By the end of 1988, the USEP A
had an updated list of the initially identified contaminated sites, along with new areas of
interest.27
The USEP A first had to determine the normal concentration of radium in Ottawa's soil
and water. Radium concentrations are measured in Curies, named for Marie Curie. The Illinois
Environmental Protection Agency requires that groundwater does not exceed 5 pico-Curies per
liter (PCi/L). However, Ottawa was allowed a concentration of 6.2 pCi/L due to naturally-
occurring radioactive decay in local aquifers. This 1.2 pCi increase in the state standard was also
27 Roy F. Weston, Quality Assurance, vol. 1,23-24.
19
applied to the allowable 5 pico-Curies per gram (pCi/g) of soil. This base level allowed the
USEP A to accurately assess the elevations in radium concentration due to contamination from
the radium dial-painting industry."
A team of USEPA agents were charged with testing the environment of Ottawa in an
effort to determine the radiation background levels and identify the contamination levels of the
known radioactive sites. After thoroughly testing the area, the USEP A team concluded that the
background level of gamma-radiation in Ottawa was about 8 micro-Roentgens per hour (uR/hr).
The USEP A team also took the 1986 IDNS preliminary radioactivity readings, measured in
counts per minute (cpm), into account when compiling data. Ottawa's background radiation
levels were estimated at 4,000 to 12,000 cpm. Investigators also prepared for detecting excessive
amounts of radon gas, a product of the decay of radium which often collects in houses in the
vicinity of radium contamination and causes lung cancer. Radon is measured in pCi/L. Using this
information, along with the already established 6.2 pCi limits on soil and groundwater, the
investigation into Ottawa's radioactivity began?9
It is important to note that Ottawa was not added as a National Priorities List Superfund
site until the early 1990s. This study will refer to the sites which were later given NPL status by
both their location and NPL number in an effort to better understand the entire history of each
site. Though not all contaminated areas were given NPL distinction, all sites are addressed in this
section. In order to fully comprehend the scale of the radioactive contamination of Ottawa, all
areas must be addressed.i''
28Weston Solutions, NPL-}} Site, 9-17.
29Roy F. Weston, Incorporated, Site Assessment, 10.
30 Weston Solutions, NPL-}} Site, 17.
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NPL 1 was in a lot near the football field of Marquette High School, near the banks of the
Fox River. Nearly five acres in size, the area also bordered Ottawa's YMCA. Alarmingly high
gamma-radiation levels of 300 uRIhr were found in this location. The site showed staggering
radiation counts as high as 420,000 cpm. More alarming still was its close proximity to a popular
private high school and heavily residential area. The site was used as a practice field for
Marquette's football team, frequently exposing the young athletes to exorbitant amounts of
radiation.3!
The infamous site of the Radium Dial Incorporated building was designated as NPL 2.
The site was located in the center of town, yards away from churches, an appellate courthouse,
and a residential area. Though the building was demolished in 1968, concerns about possible
contamination remained. The site was paved over shortly after the building was razed, but proper
precautions were not taken to ensure the contamination was sufficiently removed. The
foundation of the building was not excavated before the paving of the area, leaving large
amounts of radioactive material just below the lot. Initial readings of the site supported this,
showing surface gamma-radiation of between 50 and 65 uRlhr. IDNS sweeps found the site to
top out around 100 cpm.32
NPL 3 was identified in an open field on the outskirts of town. In close proximity to only
a few houses, the location is relatively isolated from the bulk of Ottawa's population.
Unfortunately, a major road connecting Ottawa to its neighbor city, Marseilles, borders two sides
of the contaminated area. The road was a popular route for Ottawa Township High School
3! Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 10-11; Weston Solutions, Quality Assurance Project Plan:
Ottawa Radiation Areas, NPL 1, 4, 9, 11, and Illinois Power Sites, Ottawa, Illinois, Revision 1 -
November, 2006, (Chicago, Illinois: United States Environmental Protection Agency Region V,
2006), 18.
32 Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 10-11.
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students. The site was initially identified by the 800,000 peak cpm it emitted during the 1986
sweep. The Weston team found surface gamma-radiation levels to be between 1,400 and 5,000
uRIhr. Upon further inspection, the team got a reading of a staggering 12,000 uRfhr just six
inches below ground surface. This suggests the material from one of the facilities was either
buried or used as landfill in this location.r'
Just yards east ofNPL 3 was NPL 4. NPL 4, a site covering over four acres, was not as
significantly contaminated as its neighbor site, but potentially harmful levels of contamination
were found in close proximity to a home. Readings of as high as 500,000 cpm were recorded on
the site. Further inspection showed gamma-radiation levels of 200 uRfhr in the rear ofthe
property. This prompted investigators to order an indoor radon test of the home, showing unsafe
levels of radon gas.34
A sweep of Ottawa's west side found NPL 5 in an alley between Jackson and
Washington Streets. This heavily residential area was home to radiation readings as high as
500,000 cpm in the IDNS survey. The USEPA team observed radiation of 2,000 uRIhr in the
poorly maintained alley. The readings were highest where the alley was breaking apart,
identifying it as an area where the city used rubble from one of the contaminated buildings as fill
material. This alley was lined with houses and experienced a great deal of vehicular and foot
traffic. These people were directly exposed to the elevated radiation levels from below the
pavement. 35
33 Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 11, 13.
34 Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 11, 13; Weston Solutions, NPL 1, 4, 9, 11, and Illinois
Power, 18.
35 Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 11, 13.
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A garage on Marquette Street was found to have readings as high as 300,000 cpm and
was eventually designated as NPL 6. This property was located in a primarily commercial and
industrial part of Ottawa along the railroad tracks which bisect the city. The USEPA team found
7,000 uRlhr of gamma-radiation in an area of the property. This contamination was likely the
result of either private construction or public street-repair where fill material from one of the
radium-painting facilities was used."
Multiple sites on the near-west side of Ottawa were combined to make up NPL 7. These
sites were located in a heavily residential part of town. The contamination resembles NPL 5 as it
appears to be due to the use of contaminated fill material by the city in the construction of an
alley and other public works projects. Initial readings on the site showed radiation levels as high
as 500,000 cpm. The 1988 study augmented the findings, identifying the area as having elevated
gamma-radiation levels of 300 uRlhr.37
The site later designated as NPL 8 was a 17 acre area located on the banks ofthe Fox
River where two major highways intersect. Car parts and various other scrap material was found
strewn about the area, showing its use as a dumping ground. Though not in close proximity to
any residences, there was light commercial and industrial activity near the area. IDNS tests
identified the area through its 45,000 cpm radiation levels. Upon further inspection, the USEP A
found surface radiation levels to be 450 uRIhr. Samples taken at a depth of six inches, however,
showed greatly elevated gamma-radiation of 5,000 uRlhr. The area was likely used as a remote
36 Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 11, 13.
37 .Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 11, 13.
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haven for disposal of contaminated material from the dial-painting industry. Most disturbing of
all was the prevalence of contaminated soil below the flood-plain of the area.38
A series of warehouses identified as having radiation levels as high as 160,000 cpm
became known as NPL 9. The site lies on just under two acres on the west side of Ottawa.
Though not located in a heavily residential part of the city and not showing exorbitant cpm
levels, USEP A investigators became aware of the true danger these sites posed in 1988. The
team found shockingly high levels of gamma-radiation which topped out at 30,000 uRlhr. During
the investigation they also found a vial which likely contained radium paint buried just below
ground surface. The vial measured an extremely dangerous 100,000 uRIhr and was kept as
evidence. The role the warehouses played in the dial-painting industry remains unclear. It is
possible that the facilities were used to store excess supplies for one of the companies. It is also
possible that improperly used fill material from the demolition of the dial-painting facilities was
used in private construction projects on the properties. However, neither of these scenarios
explain the discovery of the buried paint vial in the property, suggesting more sinister means of
willful and improper disposal of contaminated substances.Y
An open field near the railroad tracks on the east side of town was identified by the IDNS
as having radiation levels which were barely noteworthy. Topping out at only 14,000 cpm, the
area was only 2,000 cpm above expected levels. Regardless of this, the USEPA team
investigated the area and found 800 uRlhr of contamination on the site. These finding helped
38 Weston Solutions, Feasibility Study Report: NPL-8 Site, Ottawa, Illinois <July 1999
(Chicago, Illinois: United States Environmental Protection Agency Region V, 1999): 11-12; Roy
F. Weston, Site Assessment, 11, 14.
39 Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 11, 14; Weston Solutions, NPL 1, 4, 9, 11, and Illinois
Power, 20.
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later designate the area as NPL 10. The railroad unfortunately cuts through a heavily residential
area and the field was frequently used by the community for recreation.l''
A sight which produced readings of 500,000 cpm in 1986 was located on Bellevue
Avenue in a heavily residential area on Ottawa's north side. In 1988, the USEP A team found
surface gamma-radiation to be 300 uRlhr. However, just three inches below the surface USEP A
investigators found gamma levels of 1,000 uRlhr. This prompted investigators to excavate
further, finding contamination of2,000 uRlhr at a depth of a foot, suggesting buried
contaminated material on the property. Nearby homes were tested as having heightened levels of
radon, peaking at 376 pCi/L. The area was designated as NPL 11.41
Two garages within a block of each other on West Lafayette Street were identified as
containing heightened levels of radiation by the USEP A team, a fact missed my the IDNS. The
garages were recorded as having a maximum surface radiation level of 210 uRIhr. The radiation
appeared to be originating from the concrete foundations of the structures, suggesting that
contaminated material from the dial-painting facilities was used in their construction. This
contamination led to their designation as NPL 12.42
The site designated as NPL 13 was also missed by initial IDNS sweeps. Located on the
comer of Superior and Paul Streets on Ottawa's east side, it is likely that construction of a
flagpole introduces contaminated fill material to the area. The USEP A team recorded gamma-
radiation levels as high as 1,200 uRIhr at the location. This site was located in a residential and
40Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 12, 14.
41Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 12, 14; Weston Solutions, NPL 1, 4, 9, 11, and Illinois
Power, 20-21.
42Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 12, 15.
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light commercial area very close to downtown Ottawa and the former Radium Dial Incorporated
site.43
The final site which achieved NPL designation was the intersection of Canal and
Division Streets on Ottawa's east side, NPL 14. This location was in a residential area, though
the contamination did not affect private property. The IDNS did not identify this area, but the
USEP A team found gamma-radiation levels of 200 uRIhr at the location." Though foot and
motor traffic in the area was not as extensive as the sites closer to Ottawa's downtown, people
living in the vicinity of this area were frequently exposed to heightened gamma-radiation.
Surprisingly, the site of the Luminous Process Industries building was not recognized by
the NPL. Regardless of showing remaining radiation levels of 80,000 cpm in 1986, the USEP A
felt that the initial excavation and removal of contaminated material was a sufficient action. The
site was located in a light commercial area a block away from the heart of downtown Ottawa.
The site experienced heavy foot and motor traffic year-round, compounding the impact of any
lingering contamination."
Ottawa's Illinois Power site was located a block west of Luminous Processes. Though
exact figures of the level of contamination were not available, the area was recognized by the
USEPA team as being contaminated with radium 226. However, a contamination map of the
property does show that the pollution was tightly located around the foundation of the building.
43 Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 12, 15.
44 Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 12, 15.
45 Roy F. Weston, Site Assessment, 10, 11.
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This was likely caused by the use of radioactive rubble from the demolition of Radium Dial or
Luminous Processes used in construction projects on the site."
A 1988 letter within the USEPA Region V offices confirmed that five of the NPL sites
were historic landfills. These sites included NPL 1, 3, 4, 8, and 11. These sites were identified by
the Illinois Department of Energy and Natural Resources as former strip mines of a Chicago
brick manufacturer which were regularly used as illegal landfills by Ottawa residents and
businesses, though it was a legal dump for city workers. Large amounts of radioactive material
from the daily operations of the dial-painting facilities were likely buried in these locations. This
would explain why these sites showed some of the highest gamma radiation readings in the
Once the USEP A team felt confident they had located the areas contaminated by the
radium dial-painting industry, the removal actions were organized. It was obvious that the extent
of the contamination would require a major effort by the agency if it was to be fully
accomplished. But did the USEP A provide the resources necessary to eradicate the
contamination in Ottawa? This study shows that sufficient efforts were not made to remove the
dangers of radium from Ottawa.
Decontaminating Ottawa?
The large-scale removal of contaminated soil and fill material began in 1995. Between
1995 and 1997, over 40,000 tons of contaminated material was removed from Ottawa and sent
46 Weston Solutions, NPL-11 Site, 17-18; Weston Solutions, NPL 1,4,9, 11, and Illinois Power,
21, 140.
47 Verneta Simon to Valdas V. Adamkus, 1988, "Action Memorandum - Funding Request for an
Interagency Agreement for the Ottawa Radiation Sites, Ottawa, IL," 2; Weston Solutions, NPL-
11 Site, 16; Weston Solutions, Feasibility Study Report: NPL-8 Site, 13.
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via rail to a landfill in Clive, Utah. This removal action took place at 12 of the 14 NPL
designated sites. These included NPL sites 1,2,3,5,6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14. These sites
were given priority over the other two due to their close proximities to residential areas. The
USEP A considered the cleanup largely successful, but, as time and money was running out in
late 1997, some contaminated sites were left tainted by radiation. The cleanup was considered
successful in all but six ofthe contaminated areas."
NPL 1,4,8,9, 11, and the Illinois Power site were not decontaminated by the end of the
initial USEP A cleanup efforts. This was due to several key reasons. First, the Illinois Power site
was never considered to be dangerous enough to warrant NPL designation, but it remained as a
place of interest to the USEP A. Second, the extensive level and reach of the contamination was
seen as being infeasible to eradicate. Third, the probable cost of removing the leftover
contamination was expected to be an additional $35 million, much more than the USEPA was
willing to dedicate to the project. Finally, completion of decontamination of these sites would
exceed the time limits placed on USEP A Superfund cleanup efforts. By the end of the cleanup,
the USEP A studied possible alternatives to a full decontamination of the sites.49
Two notable sites which were not sufficiently cleaned, or not cleaned at all, were NPL 8
and NPL 11. These sites pose significant danger for varying reasons. It is important to
understand the potential risk of the contamination in these locations to the people and
environment of Ottawa.
48 Weston Solutions, NPL-ll Site, 17-18; Weston Solutions, NPL 1,4,9, 11, and Illinois Power,
16-17.
49 Weston Solutions, NPL 1, 4, 9, 11, and Illinois Power, 16-17.
NPL 8 was not
seen as an immediate risk
to the community. Though
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on the site, the lack of
population in the area
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neglect potential hazards. Figure 7: NPL 8 Site Map
Its location on the bank of Source: Roy F. Weston, Qualify Assurance Plan, 20.
the Fox River provides a unique set of potential hazards. This former dumping facility closed in
1955 in the midst of allegations of illegal dumping practices. Regardless of this, dumping
continued in the site for many years, adding to the amount of radioactive material on the site.
The spread of contamination from the site to the Fox River was seen as being a negligible risk
due to the clay in the soil acting as a barrier to groundwater flow. This, however, discounts other
obvious risks. Drainage ditches exist on the site which flowed directly into a nearby creek, a
tributary of the Fox River. Because much of the contamination was near the surface, the risk of
transportation via runoff was very tangible. The IDNS and the Illinois Department of
Conservation conducted a vegetation-clearing project on the site in 2002. Though citizens were
pleased that an effort to clean the site was made, the intentions of the effort was unclear. The
project cleared all trees and vegetation from the site,
likely to prevent animals from ingesting contaminated plants. However, removing all vegetation







removed as runoff or by wind. Furthermore, the trees on the site were chipped and left in an
easily-accessible stockpile on the east edge of the property. It is possible uninformed passers-by
used the wood chips as mulch in
home projects. This is eerily
reminiscent of the distribution of
contaminated rubble from the
Radium Dial and Luminous
Processes buildings. The poor
planning and execution by agencies
trying to avoid the cost of a full
excavation likely did more damage
to an already tainted environment. 50
NPL 11 was another case of
poor execution of, and commitment
to, cleaning the environment. This
site was part of the original wave of
USEP A decontamination efforts in
Ottawa due to its location in a
heavily populated residential area.
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Figure 8: NPL 11 Site Map
Source: Weston Solutions, NPL-I I Site, 123.
By May of 1996,4,176 tons of radium-contaminated soil was excavated from the site. The
excavation crew, however, encountered a problem which prevented them from fully completing
50 ATSDR, Health Assessment, 9; Weston Solutions, Feasibility Study Report: NPL-8 Site, 13-
16; Weston Solutions, Risk Assessment, NPL-8 Site, 13-14.
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the task. After passing the groundwater table of the area, crews were unable to stem the flow of
water into the worksite. Due to this, further excavation plans were terminated and tests were
taken to determine the extent of the contamination at that depth. Though crews found
unacceptable levels ofradium, as high as 298.5 pCilg, in direct contact with the area's
groundwater, the decision was made to backfill the site and leave all contamination below the
termination level undisturbed. This dangerous decision left concerns about the effects of the soil
and water contamination on the surrounding community. Just yards from a city park, the location
was frequented by many children. Though the contamination was feet below the surface, there
was a creek adjacent to the property, just south of the image shown in Figure 8, which was
exposed to groundwater and runoff from the site. This exposure could lead to further radium
contamination downstream from the abandoned site."
The most pressing question to come out of these two examples is, if a full effort toward
decontamination was not made at NPL 8 and NPL 11, were the other NPL sites in Ottawa fully
decontaminated? If the USEPA was willing to leave some sites tainted due to difficulty of
execution or fmancial concerns, what was stopping them from leaving other sites contaminated?
Further study must be done to revisit the sites and identify any other shortcomings in the initial
decontamination efforts.
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Figure 9: Ottawa Census Map.
Source: Illinois Department of Public Health, The Center for Governmental Studies lit Northern Illinois University. and
The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry of the United States Public Health Service, GiS Analysis of/he
incidence of Cancer and Adverse Pregnancy Outcomes in Lasalle County, Illinois Surrounding the Ottawa Radiation Sites
(Atlanta, GA: Department of Health lind Human Services. Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry, January
1998).
Elevated Cancer Rates
With the understanding of the threat radium 226 exposure posed to humans, some were
concerned Ottawans may face increased health risks in their daily lives. Radium has been shown
to cause bone, lung, and various other cancers in humans in medical studies. The women who
worked closely with the element in the dial-painting facilities were the first to experience its
horrifying effects. Severe bone sarcomas and aplastic anemia were common among workers who
were frequently exposed to radium over the course of several years. These acute cased which
32
developed very rapidly were certainly due to direct radium exposure in the workplace. But what
was the impact of a radium-contaminated environment on people who live and work in its
vicinity over the course of decades?52
OTTAWA CANCER INCIDENCE 1986-1992 AND RADIATION SITES
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Figure 10: Ottawa Cancer Incidences. 1986-1992.
Source: IDJ)H, GIS Analysis,
In 1997 the Illinois Department of Public Health, the Center for Governmental Studies at
Northern Illinois University, and the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry of the
United States Public Health Service conducted a joint study of cancer rates in Ottawa to
52A. T. Keane and others, "The Estimation and Potential Radiobiological Significance of the
Intake of 228-ra by Early ra Dial Workers in Illinois," Health Physics 51, no. 3 (1986): 322-323;
Mullner, 1-6; ATSDR, Health Assessment, 9.
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determine if an elevated cancer rate existed and whether any increased rate was due to
environmental radium contamination from the dial-painting industry. The research team studied
the type of cancer diagnosed and geographical location of the afflicted within the city of Ottawa
from 1986 through 1992. The team separated Ottawa by census tracts (Figure 9) and recorded
d . hi h 53cancer ata Wit m t ese tracts.
The study showed that during this period cancer rates were much higher than expected in
all tracts within Ottawa. The highest cancer rates were experienced by those in census tract 9627
which included six radiation areas. The study also concluded that Ottawa's cancer rates exceeded
the similarly-sized DeKalb, Illinois and the State of Illinois itself. Within Ottawa, the greatest
elevations in cancer rates were within close proximity to the radiation areas. Cancers related to
radium exposure in particular were elevated in these regions. Though this does not prove that
radium was the primary cause of these rates, the evidence shows a strong correlation which
warrants further investigation. 54
Conclusion
The final legacy of Ottawa's radium dial-painting industry is still unclear. Much of the
damage done to the environment by the careless use of a misunderstood radioactive element is
seemingly irreparable. The lives which have been lost in the wake of the industry, both from
direct and indirect exposure, are irreplaceable. The evidence shows just how extensive the
53 Illinois Department of Public Health, The Center for Governmental Studies at Northern Illinois
University, and The Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry of the United States
Public Health Service, GIS Analysis of the Incidence of Cancer and Adverse Pregnancy
Outcomes in LaSalle County, Illinois Surrounding the Ottawa Radiation Sites (Atlanta, GA:
Department of Health and Human Services, Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry,
January 1998): 1-4.
54 IDPH, GIS Analysis, 1-2,27.
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industrial contamination of an area can be. Even more alarming is the ease at which the
contamination can spread and affect a much larger vicinity. Though Ottawa's radioactivity
originated from two unethical companies, it was unsafe cleanup procedures, and the ignorance of
many townspeople which exponentially compounded the problem. From the dial-painting
companies to the USEP A, lack of accountability and reserved efforts plagued attempts to make
reparations to the people and environment of Ottawa. Had more people been educated to the
hazards radium and radioactivity present to humans and the environment, much of Ottawa's
tragic story could have gone unwritten. Only through knowledge can the hazards posed by
industry be avoided. Perhaps Ottawa's most important legacy is the story of its own tragic
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